Logipad EFB Solution Optimizes
the Paperwork in Your Cockpit
with Single-Sync Process and eBrieﬁng

Logipad is Simple and Smart
Logipad is an Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) solution to make ﬂight manage-

Key Beneﬁts of Logipad


On Premises or from the Cloud
Logipad enables small, medium-sized and even large
airlines a safe and secure EFB solution. Based on company
policies and existing IT-Infrastructure customers can choose
between an On Premise or a Cloud hosted solution.



Multi-Tenancy-Architecture
Separate data and administration tasks for diﬀerent departments e.g. ﬂight operation, maintenance, cabin crew.



Process Optimization through Digital Transformation
Digital transformation is more than document dematerialization; its a matter of cutting away layers, doing better and
faster, reducing overall costs to accelerate the business.



Matches Requirements Postulated by FAA and EASA
Secures business processes and helps to get them certiﬁed
by aviation authorities. Digital transformation helps you to
optimize your existing business processes.



Establishes Standard Technologies
Allowing seamless integration with existing IT-Systems.



Single Synchronization Process
One action for being up to date with all-assigned content.



Combines Highly Experienced Knowledge of IT and EFB

ment simple, fast and smart for pilots, crew and ground members.
No matter what kind of device you prefer, Logipad guarantees ﬂexible and
scalable information handling on ground as well as in the air on mobile
and mounted devices.
Role-based management helps
you to ensure the provision of
all relevant data to the right user
group.
Weather, forms, charts or manuals, Logipad replaces paper-based
information and keeps it up to
date.
The ground process, which deploys all sent data to connected
devices, is standardized and
matches requirements postulated
by FAA and EASA in the respective AC120-76B and NPA 2012-02
(former TGL-36) documentation.

Logipad is More Than Just an EFB
EFB and IT Consulting
EFB is more than just a device. It also contains a high-available IT infrastructure
and well-deﬁned IT processes for reliable and secure data transactions.
For more than 20 years, we are realizing IT projects for medium-sized
enterprises and large corporations in Germany and abroad.
Preparing your environment for an EFB is a complex job, but we can help you
with our experience in IT infrastructure services. Our agile project management
approach facilitates working with your IT department and pilots in an interdisciplinary way to improve working processes and communication between all
involved stakeholders.
As an IT service and solution expert we can advise you in any other IT related
issues and help you with solving your IT challenges. We will ﬁnd the best solution
for your company to get your IT infrastructure ready and keep it stable for a
reliable EFB experience.

Features
ng/EFF (ARINC 633 Standard):
 eBriefi
With Flight Plan (OFP; FlightLog), Weather Information,
NOTAMS (Airport, Enroute, Critical ETOPS), Weather
Charts, and additional ﬂight information.

 Documentation
Document-Reader for diﬀerent document types like:
PDF, HTML, XML, HTML-ZIP, BOEING EDB, EXCEL,
WORD, POWERPOINT. Conﬁrmation, Version and
Revision handling.

 eForms
Create your own eForms or use existing Templates. For
example, Captains Voyager Report, Occurrence Report,
Flight Log, etc.
Text Search (FTS)
 Full
Search the entire library using Logipads powerful search

Your Path to Logipad
From our vast experience we know that there is a wide range of diﬀerent
requirements to an EFB solution, and that these demands are very much
customer-speciﬁc. Moreover, the functions and applications of Logipad
are quite comprehensive.
We would therefore be pleased to get you started in a joint workshop in which we
introduce Logipad, develop a solution concept, and build a detailed project scope.

Detailed Information
If you need more detailed information about Logipad,
please check our website www.logipad.aero or download
the product information from our website (via QR code).

engine.
Reports
 Compliance
Build your own reports of synchronized content.
Management
 Role-Based
Ensures that users get relevant content only.
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Management
 Release
Logipad uses a staging model for releasing content. Be-
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fore releasing content to the productive stage, a testing
stage ensures the correctness of provided content.
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